
8.7 (Alia Fadel) Two years after the previous response, an architecture student also became 
fascinated by the bamboo poles, but in light of her already well established interests in spatial 
patterns and zones of use.  Her conclusions are tightly coupled to events she has witnessed 
over the preceding weeks, generating even more questions about the troop’s relationships and 
symbolic nature of their actions.  This researcher puts her superb illustrative talents to work 
again for us, too, with some incredible re-presentational choices.  Stunning. 
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Exercise (8):  

Observe and record the use of a particular inanimate object by the group you are studying. This can be a 

fixed feature of the environment or any other inanimate object.   

Look at how the object is incorporated into the group’s activities (or not). How often is it used and for 

how long? In what ways? By whom? How does it affect or constrain animals’ behaviors? What behaviors 

does it elicit or prevent? In your view, what functions does this object fulfill? (Make a list. Be specific, but 

think big picture, too. Be vertically integrating in how you thinking about function, from the lowest, most 

pragmatic level up to the highest, most symbolic one.) Does your observation of this object give you any 

insight into the priorities and relationships of any individuals in the group? 

Think of this assignment as “a day in the life of {this object}” where your constant focus is the object, 

regardless of who comes in and out of the picture around it. 

 

This observation session was drastically different from all the previous sessions; this time we were 

required to focus mainly on an object rather than the individuals and/or their behaviors. However, the way 

the selected object was used or occupied by different individuals introduced clear indicators about their 

social status and behavioral patterns. Choosing the object itself was a big challenge; I wondered if it 

would be better to observe a central object (for example: the big tree, the right hammock...) or rather 

distributed elements that function spatially as a unified object (for example: the giant bamboos, the 

hanging ropes…). Finally, I decided to select the giant bamboos that were distributed within the habitat 

right side for several reasons. First of all, upon my earlier observations, I could tell that this area has 

certain spatial and social significance for the troop members. Also, the way the giant bamboos were 

designed and distributed created multiple levels of enclosure that I expected to be very interesting to 

observe and study. Lastly, there was two additional objects that I decided not to separate from my 

observation (the two pieces of fabric) because (at the time of my observation) they were physically located 

within the bamboo structure (and eventually they turned out to be exceptionally relevant to understand 

why the chosen structure was occupied differently this time, and relate this to certain behavioral changes 

happened among the troop members, Kwan specifically). Though, the most interesting thing about the 

giant bamboo structure is that it can be perceived as a whole unit evolving from diverse objects, which are 

equally important in creating the collective spatial and functional significance.  
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Due to the physical and spatial qualities of the giant bamboos at the habitat right side, I will refer to them 

as the selected structure not as the selected object. Accordingly, there are three main aspects that I will 

discuss regarding the chosen structure itself. The first aspect is the individual character; during the 

observation, I noticed that although I could describe the whole object as an artificial giant bamboo 

structure, wide range of variety was evident in each bamboo color, thickness, height, and orientation. 

Bamboo sticks took three main colors: light green, straw, and dark green, however, there was certain 

order within this diversity. The order came from the color-thickness coordination; always the thicker 

sticks were light green, the mediums were straw, and the thinner were dark green. However, this order 

does not include both the height and the orientation; both color and thickness don’t influence each stick 

height and orientation (very diverse). (Maybe this was the designer’s approach to create more naturalistic 

looking habitat for the gorillas. When I imagine if all the bamboo sticks look exactly the same, the 

general effect would be more into artificial mass production rather than showing enough sensitively to 

the natural qualities that gorillas inhabited originally).  
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The second aspect is the spatial arrangement; the bamboo 

structure was arranged in a way that created two main 

concentrated zones at the ground level. Both zones are not 

equally weighted. Meantime, the bamboo structure created 

looser intermediate zones not only to link between the two 

intense zones, but also to extend beyond their defined borders.  

Moreover, I noticed that the bamboo sticks not only play great 

role as a spatial definer, but also play a no less important role 

as a supporting structure and connector. At the upper level, the 

hammock is hanged between four bamboo sticks that serve as 

the main supporting structure for it, also many ropes are 

hinged in the bamboo sticks themselves and extended to reach 

multiple points (the big central tree and the middle extruded 

structure). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Concentrated zones                  

Hanging hammock           

Hanging ropes           

 

Primary 
concentrated 
zone 

Secondary 
concentrated 
zone 

 

Distributed 
zone 
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The third aspect is the vertical diverse functions; although, at the ground level, all the bamboo sticks 

provided collectively multiple degrees of spatial recognition by specifying certain zones of activities, at 

the upper level, they provided very diverse options of upper-circulation. (When relating to previous 

observations, the upper-circulation allows for alternative paths of movement without touching the ground 

level when it is dominated by Kwan, also it provides shortcuts for other gorillas to clear the way for him 

when he decides to rest at the upper level. From my opinion, those shortcuts minimize the opportunities of 

conflicts between the different individuals).  

For the giant bamboo structure to function appropriately at both levels, the morphology of each bamboo 

stick reflected the dual functions; upper part of most of the sticks are right-angled and positioned in a 

compound way, where each one may lead to another. 

 

 

Spatial arrangement and definition  

Physical connectivity and upper circulation  
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

10:29 Kwan:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

Nayembi and Patty: 
secondary concentrated 
zone (SCZ). 

 

Kwan was sitting at the primary 
concentrated zone of the bamboo structure 
and moving his head to both sides. He was 
giving his back to the crowd and looking 
towards Nayembi and Patty. They were 
playing actively at the secondary 
concentrated zone. Suddenly, after 30 
seconds, he moved towards them and 
played with Patty.  

Status  

Occupied 

Yet, occupation 
became concentrated 
at the (PCZ) by the 
second half of the 
time instead being 
distributed between 
the two zones. 

60 sec. 

10:30 Kwan:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

(Kwan sacred zone) 

 

Kwan returned back to his initial position 
at the primary concentrated zone, and 
stayed for 20 seconds before he left 
towards the habitat middle area. (Upon my 
previous observations, I expected that he 
would stay for longer at his sacred zone, 
but he didn’t!)  

Partially occupied 

 

20 sec. 

10:31 Rolie:             
distributed zone (DZ). 

 

Nayembi:                  
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

Rolie moved in the bamboo distributed 
zone, picked some food from the ground 
and left after 5 seconds (maybe she wanted 
to get the food Kwan left fast enough 
before he returned back). Afterwards, 
Nayembi came into the primary 
concentrated zone, and stayed for 10 
seconds (Although she was close to (PCZ) 
at many occasions, yet she didn’t come 
that close whenever Kwan was there).  

Partially occupied 

 

15 sec. 
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

10:32 

Kwan:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

Nayembi and Patty: 
secondary concentrated 
zone (SCZ). 

 

Status  

Unoccupied 

 

60 sec. 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 None None 

10:33 Kwan returned back to his initial position 
at the primary concentrated zone (his 
sacred zone). He was sitting and eating, 
and still giving his back to the crowd. He 
spent a whole minute there before he 
moved again towards the baby gorillas at 
the secondary concentrated zone.  

Occupied 

 

60 sec. 

10:34 Kwan,             
Nayembi and Patty: 
secondary concentrated 
zone (SCZ). 

 

 

Kwan (for the first time I saw him playing 
physically with one of the baby gorillas; 
he left his favorite spot to play with Patty 
in particular!) at the secondary 
concentrated zone.  

Occupied 

 

60 sec. 
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

10:35 

Bana, Kwan, and Patty: 
primary concentrated 
zone (PCZ). 

 

Status  

Partially occupied 

 

5 sec. Nayembi came into the primary 
concentrated zone, and stayed for 5 
seconds. (Again, Kwan was not there, still 
playing with Patty. Maybe Nayembi 
wanted to take the best out of the chance 
and peak  for one more time into her dads 
sacred zone!) 

Bana moved suddenly towards the primary 
concentrated zone (just passed through 
Kwan’s sacred spot! Very unexpected! and 
clear indication for her increased social 
status) and kept moving towards the 
habitat middle and paused. Kwan was 
following her, yet he settled down at the 
primary concentrated zone. Patty followed 
immediately, but endured moving towards 
her mother.  

Nayembi:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

 

10:36 Occupied 

 

60 sec. 

Kwan:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

 

Kwan remained sitting, eating, and not 
facing the crowd (During this observation, 
I noticed that Kwan was not looking at the 
crowd as much as the older observation 
sessions. It seemed to me that he was 
focusing more on his troop. Also, he 
looked less active than usual…I think the 
weather and seasonal changes are 
influencing him). 

Occupied 

 

120 sec. 10:37 

10:38 
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

10:39 

Status  

Unoccupied 

 

60 sec. 
of no 
occupat
ion 

None Kwan left the giant bamboo structure into 
the habitat middle area. He paused for a 
second, and then he rested over a black 
fabric (that looks in a way or another like 
the two fabrics within the bamboo 
structure! The first time to see Kwan 
resting at the middle! According to my 
earlier observations, the middle was only 
for circulating from point to another! 
Particularly, for Kwan)  

10:40 

10:41 

10:42 

10:43 

10:44 

Birds:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

Although none of the gorillas was 
occupying the object, another species was 
eating what remained from Kwan and 
Rolie (who came to pick up some food 
when Kwan wasn’t there). Many small 
birds were eating at the primary 
concentrated zone. (They didn’t show any 
interest on the bamboo structure itself, but 
they cared about the food that was left 
from whoever occupied this structure).  

Occupied 

Yet, with another 
species! 

 

240 sec. 

10:45 Unoccupied 

 

60 sec. 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 

None None; all the birds moved to an 
adjacent spot because it has all the 
food that Nayembi dropped from the 
black tub.    
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

A Bug:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

 

Status  

Unoccupied 

 

660 sec. 
(11min) 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 

None None 

Another species was moving within the 
primary concentrated zone (maybe it was 
already there, but I couldn’t see it before 
as I was so focused on the way bigger 
gorillas, and then the relatively bigger 
birds. Or maybe it was hiding till it found 
the perfect timing away from possible 
danger of being eaten or crashed!)   

Occupied 

 

10:46 

10:47 

10:48 

10:49 

10:50 

10:51 

 

10:52 

10:53 

10:54 

10:55 

10:56 

10:57 

10:58 60 sec. 

10:59 

11:00 

11:01 

11:02 

11:03 

11:04 

Kwan:             
primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

Rolie:             
distributed zone (DZ). 

 

 

Kwan returned back to his position at the 
primary concentrated zone. (He spent 5 
minutes there. This was the longest 
duration he spent at what I always 
assumed to be his favorite spot since the 
beginning of this session. Maybe he has 
different favorite spots in response to the 
seasonal changes). At 11:04, Rolie moved 
fast through the distributed zone (DZ) and 
away from Kwan to grab some food.  

300 sec. Occupied 
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240 sec. 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 

Unoccupied 

 

Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  

11:05 

11:06 

11:07 

11:08 

11:09 

 

Status  

 

 

 

None None; Kwan left back to the habitat 
middle area. (He slept again and he 
seemed very relaxed). 

11:10 Rolie:             
distributed zone (DZ). 

 

 

 

Although Kwan was still sleeping at the 
middle area, when Rolie wanted to grab 
more food, she moved again really fast 
through the distributed zone (DZ). (She 
seemed to understand clearly that the 
primary concentrated zone is Kwan’s even 
when he was not occupying it!) 

 

Occupied 

 

60 sec. 

Unoccupied 

 

420 sec. 
(7min) 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 

None None 11:11 

11:12 

11:13 

11:14 

11:15 

11:16 

11:17 

11:18 
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Object  Time  Occupant  Duration  Activity  Status  

11:19 Bahati:             
distributed zone (DZ). 

 

 

 

Bahati moved through the distributed zone 
(DZ) for the first time since I started the 
session.  She was slow and paused twice; 
also she didn’t grab any food. She endured 
her movement toward the very back area 
of the left side. 

Occupied 

 

60 sec. 

Unoccupied 

 

240 sec. 
(4min) 
of no 
occupat
ion 

 

None None 11:20 

11:21 

11:22 

11:23 

11:24 

11:25 

11:26 

 

 

Bahati:             
distributed zone (DZ). 

 

primary concentrated zone 
(PCZ). 

 

Bahati moved through the distributed zone 
(DZ) again, but this time toward the 
habitat right side. Then suddenly, she 
returned back and not only approached the 
primary concentrated zone (PCZ), but also 
she went deeper into Kwan’s (sacred 
zone!). She grabbed the two fabrics form 
the ground and went immediately to the 
habitat very far right side. 

Occupied 

 

120 sec. 
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(Since the beginning of this session, I was wondering why Kwan was spending less 
time at the primary concentrated zone of the bamboo structure.  Although I noticed 
lately, in response to the seasonal changes, that he started to include one more 
favorite spot at the higher level, he kept certain bond with this particular area. Even 
when he was not sitting or resting there, it always clearly indicates his dominant 
power and superior social status among the troop. By the end of the session, I was 
also wondering about the multiple fabrics. When Bahati grabbed the two fabrics form 
Kwan’s (sacred zone), Rolie was sleeping on another fabric, and Bana was sitting and 
covering with a different one, I started to relate their behavior to Kwan’s behavior. 
Maybe the fabrics not only warm the gorillas, but also it became spatial defining 
object, and additional indication of power and social status. For instance: the fabrics 
were already available for Kwan, Rolie and Bana; they were resting on different 
fabrics, meanwhile, Bahati had to wait for the appropriate timing to grab couple 
fabrics to sleep on).   

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


